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In this paper we are concerned with characterizing minimal representation of
feasible regions defined by both linear and convex analytic constraints. We say that
a representation is minimal if every other representation has either more analytic
Ž .nonlinear constraints, or has the same number of analytic constraints and at least
as many linear constraints. We prove necessary and sufficient conditions for the
representation to be minimal. These are expressed in terms of the redundant
constraints, pseudo-analytic constraints, and implicit equality constraints. In order
to prove the minimal representation theorem, we present results on the facets of
the convex regions defined by analytic constraints. Finally, we outline the steps of
the procedure that could be used to determine a minimal representation. Q 2000
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We are concerned with the nonempty feasible region R ; R n, defined
by the system
nR s x g R Ax s b; f x F 0, i g I , 1.1Ž . Ž . 4i N
Ž . n T w xwhere f x : R “ R, are real convex analytic functions, A s a , . . . , a ,i 1 r
T w x  4 b s b , . . . , b , I s I j I , I s r q 1, . . . , r q m , I s r q m q1 r N L f L f
4 Ž . T n  41, . . . , r q m q q , f x [ a x y b , i g I , a g R , i g 1, . . . , r j I ,i i i L i L
x g R n, b g R, i s r q 1, . . . , r q m, and f , i g I are nonlinear analytici i f
Ž .functions. We say that 1.1 is a representation of R.
The region R represents the feasible region for the convex program-
ming problem. The convex programming problem has a long history. Early
w xworks include classical monographs by Fiacco and McCormick 5 and
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w x w xRockafellar 13 . Algorithms for the solution of convex programs 8
w xinclude interior point methods 3, 5, 11 , with particularly many algorithms
devised for the solutions of the quadratically constrained quadratic convex
w x w xprograms 2, 6, 10 . In 11 Nemirovski and Nesterov developed a theory
that applies to more general convex problems. Due to the diversity of
results, it is not possible to list them all.
One of the concerns in solving the convex programming problem is that
of obtaining a simplified representation of the regions. Finding such a
simplified representation could lead to a significant reduction in the
computational burden required to solve the problem, and could serve as a
‘‘preprocessor’’ for convex programming problems. In this paper we char-
Ž .acterize minimal representation of the convex region defined in 1.1 . We
define a representation to be minimal if every other representation either
has more nonlinear constraints, or has the same number of nonlinear
constraints and at least as many linear constraints. We prove that a
representation is minimal if and only if it contains no redundant con-
straints, no pseudo-analytic constraints, and no implicit equality con-
straints. We define a pseudo-analytic constraint as a nonlinear constraint
that can be replaced by a finite number of linear constraints, and an
implicit equality constraint as an inequality constraint which holds as an
equality at all feasible points. In order to prove the minimal representation
theorem we present results on the facets of the convex region. The critical
result is that if the boundaries of two convex analytic constraints coincide
on any open set, then they coincide everywhere. We also provide algo-
rithms that can be used to detect nonlinear implicit equalities and
pseudo-analytic constraints. The redundant constraints can be detected by
Ž .random methods, for example, by the hypersphere directions HD meth-
w xods 1 .
wThis paper can be considered a generalization of our earlier work 12,
x13 on minimal representation of a quadratically constrained region, which
w xin turn is a generalization of an earlier paper by Telgen 16 for linear
systems. The latter paper on the other hand is an extension of the paper by
w xEckhardt 4 , to account for feasible regions that are not full dimensional.
Since the region R does not have a unique representation, there exists
another representation, which is denoted by
nx g R Ax s b; f x F 0, i g I , 1.2Ž . Ž .½ 5i N
n TŽ .where f x : R “ R are also real convex analytic functions, A si
Tw x w x  4a , . . . , a , b s b , . . . , b , I s I j I , I s r q 1, . . . , r q m , I s1 r 1 r N L f L f
T n 4 Ž .r q m q 1, . . . , r q m q q , f x [ a x y b , i g I , a g R , i si i i L i
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1, . . . , r q m, b g R, i s r q 1, . . . , r q m, and f , i g I are nonlineari i f
analytic functions.
We introduce some definitions and notation that will be used through-
out the paper.
Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. We say that 1.1 is a minimal representation of R if
Ž .every other representation, e.g., 1.2 , either has more nonlinear con-
Ž . Ž .straints q G q or has the same number of nonlinear constraints q s q
Ž .and at least as many linear constraints r q m G r q m .
DEFINITION 1.2. Constraint k is redundant with respect to the repre-
Ž .sentation 1.1 if R s R , wherek
n  4R s x g R Ax s b; f x F 0, i g I _ k .Ž . 4k i N
DEFINITION 1.3. Constraint k g I is an implicit equality in R ifN
Ž .f x s 0 whenever x g R.k
DEFINITION 1.4. Constraint k g I is pseudo-analytic with respect tof
Ž . Ž .the representation 1.1 if it is necessary i.e., non-redundant and if there
exists a finite set of linear inequalities P F p such thatk k
n  4R s x g R Ax s b; f x F 0, i g I _ k , P x F p .Ž . 4i N k k
Ž .We assume, without loss of generality, that rank A s r. The facet F ofk
R associated with the k th constraint is given by F s S l R, wherek k
 n < Ž . 4 Ž .S s x g R f x s 0 . The interior of F , denoted by int F , is givenk k k k
by
int F s x g F ’e ) 0, B x , e l S ; F ,Ž . Ž . 4k k k k
where
n 5 5B x , e s y g R x y y - e . 4Ž .
Ž .DEFINITION 1.5. The facet F is a full dimensional facet if int F / B.k k
Ž . iDEFINITION 1.6. Let x g int F . The component F of F containingˆ k k k
x is the set F i ; F , where x g F i, if x g F and if there exists aˆ k k k k
 Ž . n < 4 Ž . Ž .continuous arc f a g R 0 F a - 1 ; int F , with f 0 s x andˆk
Ž .f 1 s x.
Ž .We also define the set I x of constraints active at the point x, i.e.,ˆ ˆ
Ž .  < Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .I x s i g I f x s 0 . The symbols N ? and R ? denote the nullspaceˆ ˆN i
Ž .and rangespace of the matrix ? , respectively.
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2. NONLINEAR IMPLICIT EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS
w x ŽRockafellar in 15 has shown that every faithfully convex function f in
.particular convex analytic function can be represented in the form
f x s F Bx q d q aT x y b ,Ž . Ž .
where B g R p=n, d g R p, a g R n, b g R, where F is a strictly convex
s Ž .analytic function. Let D x be the cone of directions of constancy of f atf
s Ž .x. It is well known that the set D x is a subspace independent of x andf
is given by the equation
Bs sD x s D s N ,Ž .f f Tž /a
w xWolkowicz in 9, 17 developed an algorithm to determine the matrix B
and the vector a.
w x Ž .Following the result in 15 , we assume that f x , k g I is given in thek f
form
f x s F B x q d q aT x y b , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .k k k k k k
where B g R pk=n , d g R pk , a g R n, b g R, where F is a strictlyk k k k k
convex analytic function.
LEMMA 2.1. Let k g I . Constraint k th is an implicit equality in thef
Ž .system 1.1 , iff
Bk
; x , x g R, s s x y x g N .1 2 2 1 Tž /ak
Proof. Suppose first that ; x , x g R,1 2
Bk
s s x y x g N .2 1 Tž /ak
Ž . Ž . T Ž .Therefore f x s F B x q d q a x y b s f x s 0, so that con-k 2 k k 1 k k 1 k k 1
straint k is an implicit equality. Now suppose that constraint k is an
Ž . Ž .implicit equality. Therefore we have f x s f x s 0, ; x , x g R.k 2 k 1 1 2
Since R is convex, we also have that x q ls g R, for s s x y x ,1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .0 F l F 1. Thus for all 0 F l F 1, we have f x s f x s f x q lsk 2 k 1 k 1
s 0. Therefore
f x q ls s F B x q ls q d q aT x q ls y bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .k 1 k k 1 k k 1 k
s F B x q lB s q d q laT s q aT x y b s 0, 2.2Ž . Ž .k k 1 k k k k 1 k
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w xfor every l g 0, 1 . For given vectors x and s the expression on the1
Ž w x.left-hand side of the latter equation is a function of l, l g 0, 1 . If
Ž .B s / 0 then f x q ls is a strictly convex function of l. Therefore,k k 1
Ž .there are at most two different roots of the equation f x q ls s 0,k 1
Ž . Twhich contradicts 2.2 . So B s s 0. Now, let us suppose that a s / 0.k k
Ž .Therefore the equation in 2.2 is a linear function of l that is satisfied for
exactly one value of l, which again contradicts the earlier conclusion that
Ž . w x T2.1 is satisfied for every l g 0, 1 . Therefore a s s 0, which ends thek
proof of Lemma 2.1.
COROLLARY 2.1. Let x g R and suppose that constraint k g I is anˆ f
implicit equality. Then
k n k k 4R s R [ x g R Ax s b , f x F 0, i g I _ k , A x s b ,Ž . 4i N
where
B xB ˆkkk kA s , b s .T Ta a xˆk k
Proof. We will show that R ; Rk and Rk ; R. Let x g R and s be
such that x s x q s. Since constraint k is an implicit equality it followsˆ
T kŽ . k kfrom Lemma 2.1 that B s s 0 and a s s 0. Thus, A x q s s A x s bˆ ˆk k
and x g Rk so that R ; Rk. Now let x s x q s g Rk and note thatˆ
kŽ . k k TA x q s s b implies that A s s 0, i.e., that B s s 0 and a s s 0.ˆ k k
We have
f x s f x q s s F B x q s q d q aT x q s y bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆk k k k k k k
s F B x q d q aT x y b s 0.Ž .ˆ ˆk k k k k
kThus, x g R and R ; R.
Ž .For simplicity of notation we assume that B ’ 0, b s 0 and F 0 s 0,j j j
; j g I . Algorithm A below detects the complete set of implicit equalitiesL
Ž .in the system 1.1
ALGORITHM A.
ˆ Ž .x g R, J s I x , k s 0ˆ ˆ0
repeat
ˆ T TŽ .for j g J set g s B =F B x q d q a , b s g x.ˆ ˆk j j j j j j j j
ˆFind the set I of all implicit equalities ink
T ˆ T T ˆ ˆ 4g x F b , j g J ; Ax s b, B x s B x, a x s a x, j g J _ Jˆ ˆj j k j j j j 0 k
ˆif I / B thenk
ˆ ˆ ˆJ [ J _ Ikq1 k k
k [ k q 1
else stop [ true
ˆ ˆ 4until stop Constraints i, i g J _ J are implicit equalities .0 k
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The proof that the algorithm converges follows from Lemmas 2.2, 2.3,
2.4, and 2.5 below.
Ž . T ŽLEMMA 2.2. Let x g R and for each i g I x define g s B =F B x qˆ ˆ ˆi i i i
. T Ž . Td q a and b s g x, where g s =f x . If the constraint g x F b is anˆ ˆi i i i i i k k
implicit equality in the system
gT x F b , i g I x , Ax s b ,Ž .ˆi i
Ž .then the constraint f x F 0 is an implicit equality in the systemk
f x F 0, i g I x , Ax s b.Ž . Ž .ˆi
 n < T Ž .4Proof. Let R s x g R Ax s b, g x F b , i g I x and let R sˆL i i f
 n < Ž . Ž .4x g R Ax s b, f x F 0, i g I x . We observe that R is an outerˆi L
linearization of R. Clearly, it follows from the subgradient inequality
Ž . Ž . T Ž . Ž .f x G f x q g x y x , ; j g I x that R ; R . Since the constraintˆ ˆ ˆj j j f L
T T Ž .g x F b is an implicit equality in the system Ax s b, g x F b , i g I x ,ˆk k i i
it follows that gT x s b for all x g R . It remains only to prove thatk k L
Ž . Tf x s 0, for all x g R . Since g x s b for all x g R and sincek f k k L
T ŽR ; R it follows that g x s b for all x g R . For any x g R arbitraryf L k k f f
.but fixed , we have by Taylor’s theorem
Tf x s f x q x y x s f x q g x y xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆk k k k
1
2q x y x = f x x y xŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˜ ˆk2
1 T T 2s x y x B = F B x q b B x y x G 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˜ ˆk k k k k2
Ž . w xwhere x is such that x s x q t x y x for some t g 0, 1 . Since x g R we˜ ˜ ˆ ˆ f
Ž . Ž .also have f x F 0. Thus f x s 0, ; x g R .k k f
ˆLEMMA 2.3. Let the set J be defined as in the k th iteration of Algorithmk
A. If the constraint gT x F b is an implicit equality in the systemt t
T ˆ T T ˆ ˆg x F b , j g J ; Ax s b , B x s B x , a x s a x , j g J _ J ,ˆ ˆj j k j j j j 0 k
2.3Ž .
Ž .then the constraint f x F 0 is an implicit equality in the systemt
f x F 0, i g I , Ax s b.Ž .i N
Proof. The proof will be by a method of induction. For k s 0 the proof
has been given in Lemma 2.2. Let l be a given positive integer number l
smaller than the number of steps required to terminate the algorithm. Let
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us suppose that the hypothesis stated in the lemma holds for k F l. We
will prove that it also holds for the index k s l q 1. Let us assume that the
constraint g x F b is an implicit equality in the systemt t
T ˆ T T ˆ ˆg x F b , i g J ; Ax s b , B x s B x , a x s a x , j g J _ J ,ˆ ˆi i lq1 j j j j 0 lq1
ˆwhere the set J is obtained in l q 1 iteration of Algorithm A. Sincelq1
ˆ ˆ l ˆJ _ J s D I , then by Corollary 2.1 and the assumption that the0 lq1 is0 i
hypothesis of the lemma holds for k F l we get R ; R , where R sf l l
n T T ˆ ˆ < 4x g R Ax s b, B x s B x, a x s a x, j g J _ J . Let us denoteˆ ˆj j j j 0 lq1
n T ˆ < 4R s x g R Ax s b, g x F b , i g J . Then R ; R l R . SinceL, l i i lq1 f l L, l
T Ž .the constraint g x F b is an implicit equality in the system 2.3 , itt t
follows that gT x s b for all x g R l R . Since gT x s b , for allt t l L, l t t
x g R l R , and since R ; R l R , it follows that gT x s b , for alll L, l f l L, l t t
x g R .f
Ž .For any x g R arbitrary but fixed , we have by Taylor’s theoremf
Tf x s f x q x y x s f x q g x y xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆt t t t
1
2q x y x = f x x y xŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˜ ˆt2
1 T T 2s x y x B = F B x q b B x y x G 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˜ ˆk k t t t2
Ž . w xwhere x is such that x s x q t x y x for some t g 0, 1 . Since x g R we˜ ˜ ˆ ˆ f
Ž . Ž . Ž .also have f x F 0. Thus f x s 0, ; x g R , and consequently f x s 0,t t f t
; x g R.
ˆ ˆLEMMA 2.4. Let x g R and let I be as defined in Algorithm A. If I s Bˆ 0 0
then there are no implicit equality constraints in R.
Ž .Proof. First suppose that x g R is such that I x s B. This impliesˆ ˆ
Ž .that there are no implicit equalities. Now suppose that I x / B. Sinceˆ
ˆ T Ž .I s B it follows that there exists a vector s such that g x q s - b ,ˆ0 i i
Ž . T Ž .i g I x . This implies that g s - 0, i g I x . For s G 0 we haveˆ ˆi
1
T 2 2 T 2f x q s s s f x q s g s q s s B =F B x q b B sŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˜i i i i i i i i2
1
T 2 T T 2s s g s q s s B = F B x q b B s,Ž .˜i i i i i i2
w x Twhere x is such that x s x q ts, for t g 0, 1 . Since g s - 0 then for s˜ ˜ ˆ i
Ž . Ž . Ž .sufficiently small we have f x q s s - 0, i g I x . For i g I _ I x weˆ ˆ ˆi N
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Ž . Ž . Ž .have f x q s s - 0 for s sufficiently small, since f x - 0, i g I _ I x .ˆ ˆ ˆi i N
This implies that there are no implicit equalities.
ˆLEMMA 2.5. Let x g R and let I be defined as in the k th iteration ofˆ k
ˆ Ž .Algorithm A. If I s B, then one of the inequalities f x F 0, i g I _k i N
ky1 ˆ Ž .D I is an implicit equality in the system f x F 0, i g I , Ax s b.js0 j i N
Proof. We will use the method of induction. If k s 0, then the hypoth-
esis follows by Lemma 2.4. Let us suppose that the lemma holds for k F l,
where l is a positive integer smaller than the number of iterations required
to terminate the algorithm. We will prove that the lemma holds for
ˆk s l q 1. Suppose that I s B. It follows that there exists vector s suchlq1
T ˆ T T ˆ ˆŽ .that g x q s - b , j g J , Ax s b, B x s B x, a x s a x, j g J _ J .ˆ ˆ ˆj j lq1 j j j j 0 lq1
T ˆThis implies that g s - 0, j g J . For s G 0, we havej lq1
1
T 2 2 T 2f x q s s s f x q s g s q s s B =F B x q b B sŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˜Ž .j j j j j j j j2
1
T 2 T T 2s s g s q s s B = F B x q b B s,˜Ž .j j j j j j2
w x˜ ˜where x is such that x s x q ts, for some t g 0, 1 . Since all second order˜ ˜ ˆ
partial derivatives of F are continuous, then there exists 0 - M - ‘, suchj
T T 2 Ž Ž . . w xthat s B = F B x q ts q b B s - M, ; t g 0, 1 . Furthermore, sinceˆj j j j j
T ˆŽ .g s - 0, then for s sufficiently small we have f x q s s - 0, i g J .ˆj i lq1
Ž . Ž .For i g I _ I x we have f x q s s - 0 for s sufficiently small, sinceˆ ˆN i
Ž . Ž .f x - 0, i g I _ I x , and s is a feasible direction. This implies thatˆ ˆi N
l ˆnone of the inequalities with the index i g I _ D I is an implicitN js0 j
equality in the system
Ax s b , f x - 0, i g I .Ž .i N
This completes proof of the lemma.
THEOREM 2.1. Let us suppose that Algorithm A terminates in k itera-
tions, that is, with k s k y 1. Then the set I of all implicit equalities in theimp
Ž .system 1.1 is gi¤en by the equation
ky1
ˆI s I ,Dimp k
ks0
ˆwhere I is determined in the k th iteration of Algorithm A.k
ky1 ˆProof. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that D I ; I . Now we willks0 k imp
ky1 ˆprove that I ; D I . To this end let us assume that the opposite isimp ks0 k
ky1 ˆ Ž .true, that is, ’ l g I _ D I , such that f x F 0 is an implicit equalityN ks0 k l
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ˆŽ .in the system 1.1 . We note that if l g I _ J then constraint l is notN 0
Ž .active at x, so it is not an implicit equality in 1.1 . Thus we can assumeˆ
ˆ ky1 ˆ ˆthat l g J _ D I . It follows from Lemma 2.5 that I / B, which0 ks0 k k
indicates that Algorithm A could terminate in at least k q 1 iterations,
which is a contradiction with an earlier assumption.
In the theorem below we show that Algorithm A provides a point in the
Ž .relative interior of R. Let ri R denote relative interior of R.
THEOREM 2.2. Let x g R. If Algorithm A terminates after k iterationsˆ
Ž .with k s k y 1 , then
˜ 0 t x˜’ t ) 0, such that x s x q t s g ri R , ; t g 0, t ,Ž . Žˆ Ý
ˆtgJk
where the ¤ectors st are determined in the k iteration of Algorithm A as the
solutions to the linear programming problems
T T Tˆ ˆ ˆ 4min g s g s F 0, j g J _ t , As s 0, B s s 0, a s s 0, j g J _ J .½ 5t j k j j 0 k
LPŽ .t
Proof. Let us assume that the algorithm terminates after k iterations,
ˆwith k s k y 1. Since each constraint t g J is not an implicit equality ink
the system
T ˆ T T ˆ ˆg x F b , j g J ; Ax s b , B x s B x , a x s a x , j g J _ J ,ˆ ˆj j k j j j j 0 k
Ž .then the linear programming problem LP is unbounded from below. Lett
t T t ˆs be a solution feasible to LP such that g s - 0, t g J . It follows thatt t k
t T ˆŽ .the vector s s Ý s satisfies the system =f x s - 0, ; j g J . Theˆˆt g J j kk
Ž .latter inequality along with the continuity of =f x q ts gives thatˆj
Tˆ; j g J , ’ t ) 0, =f x q ts s - 0, 0 - t F t ,Ž .ˆk j j j
which on the other hand implies
T ˆ ˆ˜=f x q ts s - 0, 0 - t F t s min t j g J , ; j g J . 2.4Ž . Ž .ˆ ½ 5j j k k
The first order Taylor expansion of f yieldsj
T˜ ˜f x q ts s f x q =f x q t s s,Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .j j j j
Ž .˜ ˜where 0 F t F t. Therefore the latter equation together with 2.4 givesj
ˆŽ . ˜f x q ts - 0, for every 0 - t F t and j g J . Furthermore, sinceˆj k
t t T t ˆ ˆ ˆAs s 0, B s s 0, a s s 0, ; j g J _ J , ;t g J ,j j 0 k k
ˆand J s I x ,Ž .ˆ0
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Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . T Ž .then A x q ts s b, f x q ts s F B x q ts q d q a x q ts y b sˆ ˆ ˆ ˆj j j j j j
ˆ ˆ ky1 ˆŽ .f x s 0, ; t, ; j g J _ J s D I , which implies thatˆj 0 k ls0 l
s g Ds .F f j
ˆ ˆjgJ _J0 k
n Ž .It follows immediately that for the subspace Y of R satisfying aff R s
Ž .x q Y, where aff R , denotes the smallest affine manifold containing R,ˆ
we have Y s F Ds . The latter relation implies the hypothesis ofˆ ˆjg J _ J f0 k j
the theorem.
LEMMA 2.6. If constraint k g I is an implicit equality and if r s 0, thenL
there is at least one more implicit equality.
Proof. We will show first that if constraint k is the only implicit
Ž . Ž .equality then there exists a point x g R such that f x s 0 and f x - 0,k i
 4; i g I _ k . To this end we note that since constraint k g I is the onlyN L
implicit equality and since r s 0, then
 4 i i i  4; i g I _ k , ’ x , f x - 0, f x F 0, j g I _ i .Ž . Ž .N i j N
1 iTherefore for x s Ý x Jensen’s inequality yieldsig I _k4Nm q q y 1
1
i  4f x F f x - 0, ; l g I _ k ,Ž . Ž .Ýl l Nm q q y 1  4igI _ kN
1
if x F f x F 0.Ž . Ž .Ýk km q q y 1  4igI _ kN
Ž .Consider the set of points x t s x y ta . Since x is an interior point ofk
Ž .R there exists an e ) 0 such that x t is in the interior of R for allk k
0 F t F e . Moreover
2T 5 5f x t s a x y t a y b - 0, ; t ) 0.Ž .Ž .k k k k
Ž .Since a / 0, then x e g int R, which contradicts k being an implicitk
equality. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 2.7. If constraint k g I is the only implicit equality in 1.1 , thenL
constraint k is redundant.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4
w x16 , but it will be provided for the completeness. Since the kth constraint
is an implicit equality then aT x s b , ; x g R. Furthermore, the systemk k
T  4Ax s b , a x F b , i g I _ k , f x F 0, i g IŽ .i i L i f
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contains no implicit equalities. Hence, there exists y g R, such that
T  4Ay s b , a y - b , ; i g I _ k , f y - 0, i g I .Ž .i i L i f
Suppose that the k th inequality is not redundant. Then, ’z g R , withk
T Ž . Ž .a z ) b . Define a line h l s l z q 1 y l y, l g R. Since there existsk k
1Ž . Ž .an e ) 0 such that B y, e ; R and z g R , then h l g R for y e Fk k k 2
1 1 1 1T T TŽ . Ž . Žl F 1. But a h y e s y e a z q 1 q e a y - y e b q 1k k k k2 2 2 2
1 .q e b s b . Thus, the k th inequality is not an implicit equality, contra-k k2
dicting the assumption.
Ž .LEMMA 2.8. If the set I of indices of all implicit equalities in 1.1 isimp
such that I ; I , and if for each i g I we replace 9aT x F bX withimp L imp i i
9aT x s bX, then the resulting system contains at least one redundant constraint.i i
 4Proof. Let us suppose that I s r q 1, . . . , r q m , where m F m.imp 1 1
Replacing an implicit equality aT x F b , i g I by an equality constrainti i imp
T Ž .is equivalent to adding the constraint a x G b , i g I to the system 1.1 .i i imp
We observe that the inequality aT x G b is a redundant constraintrqm rqm1 1
in the newly formed system, and therefore it can be deleted from the
system. The resulting system,
T  4 TAx s b , a x s b , i g I _ r q m , a x F b ,i i imp 1 rqm rqm1 1
f x F 0, i g I ,Ž .i f
satisfies assumptions of Lemma 2.7, since aT x F b is the onlyrqm rqm1 1
implicit equality in that system. It follows from Lemma 2.7 that the
constraint aT x F b is redundant. Given that the constraint aT xrqm rqm rqm1 1 1
G b is redundant as well, the proof of the lemma is complete.rqm1
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the system given by
aT x s x q 3 x s ln 50 y 2,Ž .1 1 2
aT x s yx F 0,2 3
f x s e x1q3 x 2q2 q x y 50 F 0.Ž .3 3
2 T TŽ Ž . . w x Ž .Taking x s ln 50 , y , 0 g R, B s 1, 3, 0 , and a s 0, 0, 1 yieldsˆ 3 33
Ž . T TB x s ln 50 y 2, a x s 0. It is easy to see that the constraints a x F 0ˆ ˆ3 3 2
Ž .and f x F 0 are implicit equalities and, according to Corollary 2.1, they3
can be replaced by the following three equality constraints: x s 0, x q3 1
3 x s ln 50 y 2, and x s 0. The last two constraints are redundant. In2 3
Ž .particular, the equation x q 3 x s ln 50 y 2 duplicates the first linear1 2
constraint in the original system.
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3. PSEUDO-ANALYTIC CONSTRAINTS
We will show that the pseudo-analytic constraints can be easily detected
and that each pseudo-analytic constraint can be replaced either by two or
one linear inequality constraints.
First we need to proof the following lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Let us assume that the function F y is strictly con¤ex on thek
 < 4 Ž .linear manifold V, where V s y y s B x q d , rank B G 2, the systemk k k
Ž . Ž .1.1 has no implicit or explicit equalities, and inequality f x F 0 is nonre-k
dundant; then the constraint k cannot be replaced by a finite number of linear
constraints.
Ž .Proof. Since the system 1.1 has no implicit or explicit equalities and
the k th constraint is nonredundant, then ’ x g R, ’e ) 0, such thatˆ
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B x, e l S ; int F , and f x - 0, ; x g B x, e l S , ; i / k. Let usˆ ˆk k i k
suppose that the hypothesis of the lemma does not hold; i.e., the k th
constraint can be replaced by a finite number of linear constraints,
T Ž .  < T 4a x F b , i g J. Let J x s j g J a x s b . Let us suppose that 0 - d Fˆ ˆi i j j
e is such that
TB x , d l S ’ x a x F b , j g J x l B x , d . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ½ 5k j j
Ž .Let us suppose that x g B x, d l S is such that the vector y s B x q dˆ k k k
Žis not a constant multiple of y s B x q d . Such a vector does exist sinceˆ ˆk k
Ž . .the facet F is full dimensional and rank B G 2. We get that fork k
1 Ž .x s x q x , by strict convexity of F ,ˆ1 k2
f x - 0. 3.2Ž . Ž .k 1
TŽ . Ž .  < 4 Ž .It follows from 3.1 that J x s j g J a x s b ; J x , which givesˆj j
Ta x s b , j g J x . 3.3Ž . Ž .j 1 j
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since J x / B, then Eq. 3.3 implies x g › R, while Eq. 3.2 , along1
Ž . Ž .with the fact that x g int R , yields x g int R . This contradiction1 k 1
establishes the result stated in the lemma.
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the system 1.1 has no implicit or explicit
equalities.
Ž .i Then the necessary constraint k g If
f x s F B x q d q aT x y b F 0Ž . Ž .k k k k k k
Ž .is pseudo-analytic iff rank B s 1 and a s a u, where u is such thatk k
B s ¤uT, and a g R.k
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Ž .ii E¤ery pseudo-analytic constraint can be replaced by either one or
two inequalities
uT x F t ,1
uT x G t ,2
where t and t are roots of the equation1 2
F ¤t q d q a t y b s 0,Ž .k k k
where a g R, ¤ g R pk is such that B s ¤uT, for some u g R n, and t G t .k 1 2
Proof. Let us assume that constraint k is pseudo-analytic. Since k g I ,f
Ž . Ž .then rank B G 1. We will prove that rank B s 1. Assume otherwise,k k
Ž . Ž Ž ..i.e., that rank B G 2. The latter assumption implies that dim R B G 2,k k
Ž .  < 4and consequently dim V G 2, where V s y y s B x q d . Since thek k
Ž . Ž .function F y is strictly convex on V and since the system 1.1 has nok
implicit or explicit equalities, then it follows from the Lemma 3.1 that the
Ž .constraint f x F 0 cannot be replaced by a finite number of lineark
constraints. The k th constraint also cannot be eliminated from the system,
Ž .as by assumption it is nonredundant. This altogether contradicts f x F 0k
Ž . Tbeing pseudo-analytic. This implies that rank B s 1 and B s ¤u fork k
some vectors u g R n and ¤ g R pk. We can also write a s a u q z fork
 4H Ž .some z g u s N B and a g R. Since k is pseudo-analytic it can bek
replaced by a finite number of linear inequalities. Since there are no
implicit or explicit equalities, each of those constraints corresponds to an
Ž . Tn y 1 dimensional facet of R. Let a x F b be such an inequality and x0
be a point in the interior of the corresponding facet.
Let ¤ , . . . , ¤ be a basis for a subspace orthogonal to the vector a.1 ny1
For each i there exists a scalar t ) 0, such thati
w xf x q t¤ s0, ; tg 0, tŽ .k 0 i i
TTm F ¤u x q t¤ q b q a u q z x q t¤ q aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .k 0 i k 0 i k
s F ¤uT x q ¤uT¤ t q b q a uT x q zT xŽ .Ž .k 0 i k 0 0
Tq a u q z ¤ t q a s 0. 3.4Ž . Ž .i k
T Ž .If ¤u ¤ / 0, then f x q t¤ is a strictly convex function of t over thei k 0 i
Ž .interval 0 F t F t . Therefore the equation f x q t¤ s 0 has at mosti k 0 i
Ž . Ttwo roots t , t , which contradicts 3.4 . Thus ¤u ¤ s 0, i s 1, . . . , n y 1.1 2 i
The latter equation is possible only if uT¤ s 0 for i s 1, . . . , n y 1.i
T Ž . T T TSubstituting u ¤ s 0 into 3.4 gives z ¤ s 0, ; i. Since u ¤ s z ¤ s 0,i i i i
; i, it follows that z s g u for some scalar g / 0. This contradicts zTu s 0
and implies that z s 0. Thus a s a u.k
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Ž . TNow assume that rank B s 1, a s a u, where u is such that B s ¤uk k k
and a g R. Thus,
f x s F ¤uT x q d q a uT x y b F 0Ž . Ž .k k k k
m F ¤t q d q a t y b F 0, 3.5Ž . Ž .k k k
where t s uT x. Since the expression on the left-hand side of the latter
inequality is a strictly convex function of t, then the corresponding equa-
tion
F ¤t q d q a t y b s 0 3.6Ž . Ž .k k k
has either one or two roots. Let us consider first a case when the equation
T Ž .has a one root t . It follows that if ¤ =F ¤t q d q a ) 0 then the1 k 1 k
Ž . Tinequality 3.5 holds if and only if t - t , which is equivalent to u x F t .1 1
T Ž . Ž .If ¤ =F ¤t q d q a - 0 then Eq. 3.5 is satisfied for t ) t , ork 1 k 1
T T Ž .equivalently for u x G t . We note that the inequality ¤ =F ¤t q d q1 k 1 k
a F 0 cannot be satisfied as an equality as otherwise it would imply that
the k th constraint is an implicit equality, which contradicts the assump-
Ž .tion. Now let us assume that Eq. 3.6 has two distinct roots, t , t ,1 2
Ž . Ž .t ) t . In this case inequality 3.5 is satisfied if and only if the1 2
inequalities
uT x F t and uT x G t1 2
are satisfied. This proves that k constraint is pseudo-analytic, thus com-
pleting the proof of the lemma.
Ž . 4EXAMPLE 3.1. We consider the constraint f x s x y 4 F 0.1
w xIt follows immediately that B s 1 , d s 0, a s 0, b s 4, ¤ s u s 1.1 1 1 1' 'Thus t s 2 , t s y 2 , and the constraint can be replaced with x G1 2
' 'y 2 and x F 2 .
EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the constraint
f x s e x1q3 x 2q2 q 2 x q 6 x y 100 F 0.Ž .2 1 2
w x T Ž . Ž . Ž . T Ž .We see that B s 1, 3, 0 , u s 1, 3, 0 , ¤ s 1 , d s 2 , a s 2, 6, 0 ,1 1 1
2q t Ž .and b s 100. Since the equation e q 2 t s 100 has the only root1
2q t1 Ž .t s 2.55276542 and e q 2 ) 0 then the constraint f x F 0 can be1 2
replaced by the inequality x q 3 x F 2.55276542.1 2
The properties characterizing pseudo-analytic constraints are associated
Ž . 2 nq1not only with convex constraints. The function f x s x y a, where
a G 0 and n is a positive integer, may serve as an example of the
nonconvex pseudo-analytic constraint.
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4. FACETS OF R
In this section we prove results on the facets of R. These results will be
required for the proof of the main theorem. The main results in this
section are given in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Similar to Lemma 3.1 and
Theorem 3.1, we assume that there are no implicit or explicit equality
constraints.
w xSimilar to 12 for quadratically constrained convex regions, the dimen-
Ž Ž ..sion of F dim F is defined as the dimension of the smallest affinek k
manifold containing F .k
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that F is full dimensional.k
Ž . Ž .i If constraint k is not pseudo-analytic and dim F s n y 1, thenk
k g I .L
Ž . Ž .ii If dim F s n then k g I .k f
Ž .Proof. Suppose that dim F s n y 1. Since F is full dimensional,k k
Ž .there exist x g int F and linearly independent vectors y , . . . , y , suchk 1 ny1
ny1that for every x g F , there exist a g R, such that x s x q Ý a y . Thek i is1 i i
latter equation holds iff there exists a hyperplane aT x s b, satisfying
 < T 4F ; x a x s b . Since the kth inequality is not pseudo-analytic thenk
Ž . Ž .k g I . Now suppose that dim F s n. Since k g I would imply dim FL k L k
s n y 1, then k g I .f
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that F is full dimensional and that constraint kk
Ž . Ž .is not pseudo-analytic. We have that dim F s n iff for all x g int Fk k
Ž .and for all e ) 0 there exist vectors y , . . . , y in F l B x, e together1 n k
n Ž .with non-negative scalars a , . . . , a satisfying Ý a s 1, such that f x1 n is1 i k
n- 0, where x s Ý a y .is1 i i
Ž .Proof. To prove the forward part of the lemma, suppose that dim Fk
s n. Since F is full dimensional it follows from Lemma 4.1 that k g I .k f
Ž .Suppose that there exist an x g int F and an e ) 0 such that, for allˆ ˆk
Ž . ny , . . . , y g F l B x, e and for all a G 0, i s 1, . . . , n with Ý a s 1,ˆ ˆ1 n k i is1 i
nŽ . Žwe have f x s 0, where x s Ý a y . We will refer to this assumptionk is1 i i
Ž . . Ž .as to Asm . Since the set F l B x, e is full dimensional then thereˆ ˆk
Ž .exist linearly independent vectors y , . . . , y g F l B x, « . Thus weˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 ny1 k
Ž .have F l B x, « ; L, where L is a full dimensional manifold containingˆ ˆk
 < ny1 ny1 4y , . . . , y , given by L s y y s x q Ý a y , Ý a s 1 . This impliesˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1 ny1 is1 i i is1 i
Ž Ž .. Ž .that dim F l B x, e s n y 1 . We will prove that L ; S . For x g L,ˆ ˆk k
ny1 Ž .we can write x s x q Ý a y . For all i s 1, . . . , n y 1 we have f y s 0ˆ ˆ ˆis1 i i k i
Ž . Ž .and by assumption Asm we get f x q a y s 0 for 0 F a F 1. Byˆ ˆk i
Ž . Ž .analicity of f x the latter equation yields f x q a y s 0, ;a g R,ˆ ˆk k i
i s 1, . . . , n y 1. The latter equation gives y g Ds , i s 1, . . . , n y 1, andiˆ f k
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ny1 s Žconsequently Ý a y g D , ;a g R, i s 1, . . . , n y 1. Therefore f xˆ ˆis1 i i f i kkny1 .q Ý a y s 0, ;a g R. The latter equation yields L ; S . Since con-ˆis1 i i i k
Ž .straint k is not pseudo-analytic and since dim F s n there must exist ak
full dimensional component F j of F with F j l L s B, which cannot bek k k
replaced by a linear constraint. Furthermore, since L ; S , then for everyk
Ž j. Ž .x g int F the supporting hyperplane to f x at x cannot intersect L.˜ ˜k k
This means that
=f x s y=f x , ; x g int F j ,Ž . Ž .ˆ Ž .k k k
which implies that F j ; L9, where L9 is an affine manifold. This isk
possible only if F j can be replaced by a linear constraint, which isk
Ž .inconsistent with the assumption that f x F 0 is not a pseudo-analytick
constraint.
To prove the backward implication we observe that the hypothesis
Ž . Ž . Ž .implies that dim F / n y 1 . Since F is full dimensional, then dim Fk k k
s n.
Lemma 4.2 implies that the following corollary holds.
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that F is full dimensional and that constraint kk
Ž . Ž .is not pseudo-analytic. We ha¤e that dim F s n iff for all x g int F andk k
Ž Ž ..for all e ) 0, dim F l B x, e s n.k
LEMMA 4.3. If F i and F j are two distinct full dimensional componentsk k
Ž i. Ž j.of the full dimensional facet F , then dim F s dim F . Furthermore, ifk k k
Ž i. Ž j.constraint k is not pseudo-analytic, then dim F s dim F s n.k k
Proof. Let us assume first that the k th constraint is pseudo-analytic.
Then since each of the components F i and F j belong to different affinek k
Ž j. Ž i.manifolds, then it follows that dim F s dim F s n y 1. Let us nowk k
Ž . Ž j.suppose that f x F 0 is not pseudo-analytic and dim F s n y 1. Thenk k
the proof of the Lemma 4.2 implies the existence of the affine manifold L
Ž i.such that S ; L, which yields dim F s n y 1. Now let us assume thatk k
Ž j.the k th constraint is not pseudo-analytic and dim F s n. This clearlyk
Ž .implies that dim F s n. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, we have thatk
; x g int F i , ;e ) 0, ’ y , . . . , y g F i l B x , e , ’a ) 0,Ž .Ž .k 1 n k i
n n
a s 1, such that f x - 0, for x s a y .Ž .Ý Ýi k i i
is1 is1
The latter conclusion implies that there does not exist a full dimensional
i Ž . Ž i.affine manifold L such that F l B x, e ; L. Thus dim F s n, whichk k
completes the proof of the lemma.
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In the remaining part of the paper we consequently refer to the facet Fk
as to the union of all components of F . Similar to the quadratic case itk
can be shown that under the assumption that there are no implicit equality
constraints, all facets of the necessary constraints are full dimensional.
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that there are no implicit equalities in the system
Ž .1.1 . If constraint i g I is necessary then facet F is full dimensional.N i
Proof. Since there are no implicit equalities, it is enough to show that
Ž .int F / B. To this end we will prove first that the convexity of thei
functions defining the set R along with the assumption that there are no
implicit equalities imply that if inequality k is necessary then R _ R is fulli
dimensional. Let us suppose that R _ R is not full dimensional. Thusi
Ž . Ž . Žint R s int R . This implies that R s R where the bar symbol de-i i
.notes the closure of the set . Since both R and R are closed sets theni
R s R, which implies that the ith constraint is redundant, contradictingi
Ž .the assumption. Thus there exists a point x g R with f x ) 0 and ani i i i
Ž .e ) 0 such that B x , e ; R _ R. Since there are no implicit equalityi i i i
Ž .constraints, there exists a point z g int R . Let C be the convex hull of2 i
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .z j B x , e . Since B x , e ; R _ R and since z g int R it follows2 i i i i i 2
Ž . Ž .that C l S ; F , and that int C l S / B. Thus int F / B.i i i i i i
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that k g I . Let the point x g F and e ) 0 bef k
Ž Ž ..arbitrary but fixed. If in addition dim S l B x, e s n, thenk
’ x g S l B x , e , =f x / 0. 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆk k
Ž .Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let us suppose that 4.1 does not
hold, that is,
; x g S l B x , e , =f x s 0. 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
The latter condition implies that
S l B x , e ; OPT fŽ . Ž .k k
Ž .  Ž . < n4where OPT f s argmin f x x g R . By convexity of f the setk k k
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .OPT f is also convex. Thus conv S l B x, e ; OPT f where conv ?k k k
Ž . Ždenotes the convex hull of the set ? . Furthermore, since dim S lk
Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .B x, e s dim conv S l B x, e s n then the set OPT f is also fullk k
Ž .dimensional. Since f is an analytic function, it is possible only if f x s C,k k
n Ž Ž ..; x g R and consequently dim S l B x, e s n y 1. The latter conclu-k
sion contradicts the assumption, which proves the lemma.
Ž .DEFINITION 4.1. The analytic function f x is said to be regular of
Ž .order one in x at piont x if f x , x , . . . , x , considered as an analyticˆ ˆ ˆ1 1 2 n
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Ž .function of the single variable x , satisfies the conditions f x s 0,ˆ1
Ž .› f x r› x / 0.ˆ 1
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that 1.1 contains no implicit equalities and the
Ž .constraints k and j are not pseudo-analytic. Let x g int F and let e ) 0 bek
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that S l B x, e ; F . If S l B x, e s S l B x, e , j / k, thenk k k j
S s S .k j
Ž .Proof. Assumption that int F / B means that F is full dimensional.k k
Ž .First suppose that j, k g I . Since F is full dimensional with dim F s nL k k
Ž . Ž . Ž .y 1 and since S l B x, e s S l B x, e where x g int F it followsk j k
immediately that S s S .k j
Now suppose that k g I and j g I . Since F is full dimensional andf L k
since constraint k is not pseudo-analytic then the converse to Lemma
Ž . Ž .4.1 i implies that dim F s n. It now follows from Corollary 4.1 thatk
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..dim S l B x, e s n, which in turn implies that dim S l B x, e s n,k j
contradicting j g I . So it is impossible that k g I and j g I , andL f L
similarly we cannot have j g I and k g I .f L
We now consider the case when j g I and k g I . It follows fromf f
 4 Ž .Lemma 4.5 that there exist l g 1, . . . , n , and x g S l B x, e whereˆ k
Ž .e ) 0 such that f x is regular of order one in x , at x. Without loss ofˆk l
Ž .generality let us assume that l s 1. Corollary 4.1 implies that S l B x, eˆ ˆk
is full dimensional with dimension n. The implicit function theorem for
w xanalytic functions 7 yields that there exists a unique analytic function
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g x , . . . , x and an open ball B x, e ; B x, e such that f x s 0 at aˆ ˆk 2 n k
Ž . Ž .point x g B x, e if and only if x s g x , . . . , x . For all x g S lˆ ˆ 1 k 2 n k
Ž . Ž . Ž .B x, e we can substitute x s g x , . . . , x into f x s 0 to getˆ ˆ 1 k 2 n j
Ž .q x , . . . , x s 0. We note that on the basis of the composite functionj 2 n
w xtheorem for analytic functions 7 , the function q is also an analyticj
function. We also observe that since f is regular of order one in x , thenk 1
Ž .e is not a direction of constancy of f . Since S l B x, e is full dimen-ˆ ˆ1 k k
sional with dimension n, and since e f Ds , then the set of points1 fk
T ny1 <H s x , . . . , x g R x g S l B x , eŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ 42 n k
˜ TŽ .contains some ball B. We observe that if x , . . . , x g H then it2 n
Ž . Ž .corresponds to some x satisfying x s g x , . . . , x . Thus since f x s 01 1 k 2 n j
Ž . Ž .for all x g S l B x, e we have that q x , . . . , x s 0 for allˆ ˆk j 2 n
T ˜ ˜Ž .x , . . . , x g B. Since q is an analytic function on B, then there exists2 n j
a unique analytic extension of q to R ny1. This analytic extension of qj j
satisfies
T ny1q x , . . . , x s 0 for all x , . . . , x g R . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .j 2 n 2 n
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˜Ž .Furthermore, since g x , . . . , x is an analytic function on B, then therek 2 n
ny1 Ž .Texists a unique analytic extension of g to R . If, for a given x , . . . , xk 2 n
Ž . Ž .we define x s g x , . . . , x then we get f x s 0, and the definition of1 k 2 n k
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž Ž . ..q x , . . . , x , q x , . . . , x s f g x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x along withj 2 n j 2 n j k 2 n 2 n
Ž . Ž .Eq. 4.3 imply that f x s 0. Therefore, S ; S .j k l
The proof of the inclusion S ; S is similar to the above, implying thatj k
S s S .k j
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that there are no pseudo-analytic constraints, no
redundant constraints, and no implicit or explicit equality constraints in both
Ž . Ž . Ž .systems 1.1 and 1.2 . Let x g int F for some j g I , and let e ) 0 be˜ j N
such that
B x , e l F ; F U ,Ž .˜ j j
where F U is a connected component of F . Then there exists a unique indexj j
k g I such thatN
UB x , e l F ; F ,Ž .˜ j k
Uwhere F is a connected component of F , the facet corresponding tok k
Ž .constraint k in the representation 1.2 .
Ž .Proof. Suppose not. Since x g int F , we have x g › R and there must˜ ˜j
ˆ ˆexist a subset I of I and the sets J , i g I such thatN i
k ˆB x , e l F o F , i g I , k g J , 4.4Ž . Ž .˜ j i i
and
kB x , e l F ; F , 4.5Ž . Ž .˜ Dj i
ˆigI , kgJi
kˆwhere for each i g I, F is the k th component of F .i i
Consider the system obtained by adding the quadratic constraint x g
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..B x, e , where B x, e denotes closure of the open ball B x, e to the
ˆ ˆŽ .  4 Žconstraint set 1.2 with indices I. Since each constraint i g I j 0 where
.the index zero corresponds to quadratic constraint is necessary, it follows
ˆŽ .that there exist balls B y , e , i g I, such thati˜ i
B y , e ; R _ R and B y , e ; B x , eŽ .Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜i i i i i
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .for all i g I. For y g int R l B x, e let us define C , i g I, to be a˜ i
ˆ 4 Ž .convex hull of the set y j B y , e . Also, for each i g I and some k g Ji˜ i i
kŽ . Ž .satisfying 4.4 and 4.5 define the sets V s C l F . The sets V satisfyi i i i
Ž . Ž .V ; B x, e l F . Note that each set V contains a set F l B x , e for˜ ˜i j i i i i
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ksome e sufficiently small, where x is the point of intersection of F with˜i i i
the line passing through y and y . It now follows from Theorem 4.1 thati˜
ˆ ˆ ˆ 4 Ž .S s S , ; i, l g I, or that I s t for some t g I . Thus, B x, e l F ;˜i l N j
kF .t
5. MINIMAL REPRESENTATION
Ž .THEOREM 5.1. The system 1.1 is a minimal representation of R if and
only if it contains no redundant constraints, no pseudo-analytic constraints,
and no implicit equalities.
Proof. The proof follows the same sequence of arguments as the
w xcorresponding proof for quadratic constraints in 12 based upon the
results proved in the preceding sections.
The identification of a minimal representation of the given region R
consists of three steps:
Step 1. identification and removal of all implicit equality constraints
Ž .in 1.1 ;
Step 2. identification of all pseudo-analytic constraints in the system
obtained in Step 1 and replacement of them by either one or two linear
inequality constraints;
Step 3. identification and removal of all redundant constraints in the
system obtained in Step 2.
Implementation of Step 1 requires us to identify the set of implicit
Ž .inequalities in the system 1.1 , which may be achieved by applying Algo-
rithm A. Assuming that the matrices B and the vectors a in thek k
Ž .reprsentation 2.1 are given, the cost of determining the set of all implicit
Ž .equalities in the system 1.1 is comparable to the cost of identification of
the set of implicit equalities in the quadratic system, which is equal to
ŽŽ .3. Ž .O n y r operations, where r s rank A . We assumed that the cost ofˆ ˆ
the gradient function evaluation at given point x is negligible. After allˆ
implicit equalities are replaced by the set of linear equalities, it is neces-
sary to remove all redundant equalities, which may be achieved using
Gaussian elimination. The latter part of the step should be considered,
since replacing implicit equalities with linear equalities can create redun-
dancies. Let us assume that the resulting matrix in the system of the linear
r=nequations is given by Ax s b, where A g R and has rank r.
Ž .Now assume that 1.2 is a minimal representation. We now restrict all
Ž .computations and comments to aff R , which means that all quantities
have been projected onto the null space of A. In order to identify the set
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of all pseudo-analytic constraints in the set of remaining nonlinear analytic
Ž .constraints we must determine if the projected matrix B of the k thk
Ž .constraint is rank one and subsequently if the projected coefficients of
the linear term are in the range space of the projected matrix B . Since itk
2ŽŽ . .requires O n y r operations, the total cost of identifying the set of
Ž Žpseudo-analytic constraints in the set of q nonlinear constraints is O q n
2. .y r operations. Each pseudo-analytic constraint is then replaced by
either one or two linear inequality constraints, depending on the number
Ž . Ž .of roots in Eq. 3.3 . The roots of Eq. 3.3 can be found, up to the
required accuracy, by applying any numerical method of solution of an
equation in one variable. The total cost of replacing pseudo-analytic
constraints includes in addition the cost of root-seeking.
w xAll remarks made in 12 on the application of the probabilistic methods
to identify the set of redundant constraints in quadratic systems remain
valid for the systems of convex analytic constraints. It turns out that the
results on facets of R proved in Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.1 used in the
proof of the minimal representation theorem imply that any probabilistic
method will identify nonredundant constraint with probability one. This
Žallows us to extend probabilistic methods like the hypersphere directions
Ž . w x.HD method 1 to systems of inequalities with convex analytic functions.
w xIt follows from the results in 12 shown for the HD method that similar to
the case of quadratic constraints, the minimum expected total cost for
2 2ŽŽ . . Ž .Ž .detection of all redundant constraints is O m q q ln m q q n y r .
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We proved that a representation of the convex region is minimal iff it
contains no redundant constraints, no implicit equalities, and no pseudo-
analytic constraints. While our interest in the problem addressed in this
paper was motivated by the potential computational savings in the solution
of a convex programming problem with analytic constraints, the paper is
mainly a theoretical contribution. Further research will be aimed at
computational testing. We also plan to consider an extension of the
minimal representation results to nonconvex connected regions defined by
concave analytic functions.
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